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Question:How do you define a negativefact?
Mr. Russell:You could not give a generaldefinition if it is right
that negativenessis an ultimate.
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You will remember that after speakingabout atomic proposiitons I pointed out two more complicated forms of propositions
which arise immediately on proceeding further than that: the
first, which I call molecular propositions,which I dealt with last
time, involving such words as 'or', 'and', 'if', and the secondinvolving two or more verbs such as believing, wishing, willing,
and so forth. In the caseof molecular propositionsit was not
clear that we had to deal with any new form of fact, but only
with a new form of proposition,i.e., if you have a disjunctive
propositionsuch as'p o, q'it doesnot seemvery plausibleto say
there there is in the world a disjunctive fact corresponding to
'p ot q' but merely that there is a fact correspondingto p anda fact
correspondingto g and the disjunctive proposition derives its
truth or falsehood from those two separatefacts. Therefore in
that caseone was dealing only with a new form of proposition and
not with a new form of fact. To-day we haveto deal with a new
form of fact.
I think one might describephilosophicallogic,the philosophical
portion of logic which is the portion that I am concernedwith in
theselecturessince Christmas(rgt7), as an inventory, or if you
like a more humble word, a'zoo' containing all the different
forms that facts may have. I should prefer to say 'forms of facts'
rather than 'forms of propositions'. To apply that to the caseof
molecular propositions which I dealt with last time, if one were
pursuing this analysisof the forms of facts, it would be behefin
a molecular proposjtion that one would deal with rather than the
molecular proposition itself. .lgaccordance with the sort of
realistic bias that I should prl?-into all study of metaphysics,I
should always wish to be engagedin the investigation of some
actual fact or set of facts, and it seemsto me that that is so in
logic just as much as it is in zoology.In logic you are concerned
with the forms of facts, with getting hold of the different sorts of
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facts, different logical sorts of facts, that there are in the world.
Now I want to point out to-day that the facts that occur when one
believesor wishes or wills have a different logical form from the
atomic facts containing a single verb which I dealt with in my
second lecture. (There are, of course, a good many forms that
facts may have, a strictly infinite number, and I do not wish you
to supposethat I pretend to deal with all of them.) Supposeyou
take any actual occurrenceof a belief. I want you to understand
that I am not talking about beliefs in the sort of way in which
judgment is spokenof in theory of knowledge,in which you would
say there is llrejudgment that two and two are four. I am talking
of the actual occurrenceof a belief in a particular person'smind
at a particularmoment, and discussingwhat sort of a fact that is.
If I say'What day of the week is this?' and you say 'Tuesday',
there occurs in your mind at that moment the belief that this is
Tuesday. The thing I want to deal with to-day is the question.
What is the form of the fact which occurs when a person has a
belief. Of courseyou seethat the sort of obviousfirst notion that
one would nalturallyarrive at would be that a belief is a rclation
to the proposition. 'I believethe propositionp'. 'I bclicvc that
to-day is Tuesday'. 'I believethat two and two are four'. Something like that. It seemson the face of it as if you had there a
relationof the believingsubjectto a proposition.That view won't
do for variousreasonswhich I shall go into. But you have therefore got to have a theory of belief which is not exactlythat. 'I'ake
any sort of proposition,say 'I believeSocratesis mortal'. Suppose
that that belief doesactually occur. The statementthat it occurs
is a statementof fact. You have there two verbs. You may have
more than two verbs,you may haveany number greaterthan one.
I may believethat Jonesis of the opinion that Socratesis mortal.
There you have more than two verbs.You may have any number,
but you cannot have lessthan two. You will perceivethat it is not
only the proposition that has the two verbs, but also the fact,
which is expressedby the proposition, has two constituents
corresponding to verbs. I shall call those constituents verbs for
the sake of shortness,as it is very difficult to find any word to
describeall those objects which one denotesby verbs. Of course,
that is strictly using the word 'verb' in two different senses,but I
do not think it can lead to any confusion if you understand that
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it is being so used. This fact (the belief) is one fact. It is not like
what you had in molecular propositionswhere you had (say)
'P o, q'. It is just one single fact that you have a belief. That is
obviousfrom the fact that you can bclievea falsehood.It is obvious from the fact of falsebelief that you cannot cut off one part:
you cannothave
I believe/Socrates
is mortal.
There are certain questions that arise about such facts, and the
first that arisesis, Are they undeniablefacts or can you reduce
them in someway to relationsof other facts? Is it really necessary
to supposethat there are irreducible facts, of which that sort of
thing is a verbal expression?On that questionuntil fairly lately
I should certainly not have supposedthat any doubt could arise.
It had not really seemedto me until fairly lately that thar was a
debatablepoint. I still believethat thereare factsof that form, but
I see that it is a substantialquestionthat needsto be discussed.
t. Are beliefs,etc., irreduciblefacts?
'Etc.' covers understandinga proposition; it covers desiring,
willing, any other attitude of that sort that you may think of that
involves a proposition. It seems natural to say one believes a
proposition and unnatural to say one desires a proposition, but
as a matter of fact that is only a prejudice. What you believe and
what you desire are of exactly the same nature. You may desire
to get some sugar to-morrow and of course you may possibly
believethat you will. I am not sure that the logical form is the
samein the caseof will. I am inclined to think that the caseof
will is more analogousto that of perception,in going direct to
facts,and excludingthe possibilityoffalsehood.In any casedesire
and belief are of exactly the sameform logically.
Pragmatistsand some of the American realists, the school
whom one calls ngutral monists, deny altogether that there is
such a phenomenonas belief in the senseI am dealingwith. They
do not deny it in words, they drffiuse the samesort of language
that I am using, and that makesit difficult to comparetheir views
with the views I am speakingabout. One has really to translate
what they say into languagemore or lessanalogousto ours before
one can make out where the points of contact or differenceare.
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If you take the works of Jamesin his Essaysin Radical Empiricism
or Dewey in his Essaysin Experimmtal Logic you will find that
they are denying altogether that there is such a phenomenonas
belief in the senseI am talking of. They use the word 'believe'
but they mean something different. You come to the view called
'behaviourism',accordingto which you mean,if you saya person
believesa thing, that he behavesin a certain fashion; and that
hangs together with James's pragmatism. James and Dewey
would say: when I believea proposition,that meansthat I act in a
and
certainfashion,that my behaviourhas certaincharacteristics,
my belief is a true one if the behaviourleadsto the desiredresult
and is a false one if it does not. That, if it is true, makestheir
pragmatisma perfectly rational accountof truth and falsehood,
if you do accepttheir view that belief as an isolatedphenomenon
does not occur. That is therefore the first thing one has to consider. It would take me too far from logic to consider that subject
as it deservesto be considered,becauseit is a subject bclonging
to psychology,and it is only relevant to logic in this one way that
it raises a doubt rwhether there are any facts having the logical
form that I am speakingof. In the question of this logical form
that involves two or more verbs you have a curious interlacing
of logic with empirical studies,and of coursethat may occur clsewhere, in this way, that an empirical study gives you an example
of a thing having a certain logical form, and you cannot really be
sure that there are things having a given logical form except by
finding an example,and the finding of an exampleis itself cmpirical. Therefore in that way empirical facts are relevant to logic at
certain points. I think theoretically one might know that therc
were those forms without knowing any instance of them, but
practically, situated as we are, that does not seem to occur.
Practically, unlessyou can find an exampleof the form you won't
know that there is that form. If I cannotfind an examplecontaining two or more verbs, you will not have reasonto believein the
theory that such a form occurs.
When you read the works of people like Jamesand Dewey on
the subject of belief, one thing that strikes you at once is that thc
sort of thing they are thinking of as the object of belief is quitc
different from the sort of thing I am thinking of. They think of it
alwaysas a thing. They think you believein God or Homer: you
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believein an object. That is the picture they have in their minds.
It is common enough, in common parlance,to talk that way, and
they would say, the first crude approximation that they would
suggestwould be that you believe truly when there is such an
object and that you believe falsely when there is not. I do not
mean they would say that exactly, but that would be the crude
view from which they would start. They do not seem to have
graspedthe fact that the objective side in belief is better expressed
by a propositionthan by a singleword, and that, I think, has a
great deal to do with their whole outlook on the matter of what
belief consistsof. The object of belief in their view is generally,
not relationsbetweenthings, or things having qualities,or what
not,'but just singlethings which may or may not exist.That view
seemsto me radically and absolutely mistaken. In the first place
there are a greatmanyjudgmentsyou cannotpossiblyfit into that
scheme,and in the secondplaceit cannotpossiblygive any explanation to falsc beliefs, becausewhen you believe that a thing exists
and it doesnot exist, the thing is not there, it is nothing, and it
cannot be the right analysisof a false belief to regard it as a relation to what is really nothing. This is an objection to supposing
that belicf consistssimply in relation to the object. It is obvious
that if you say 'I believein Homer' and there was no such person
as Homer, your belief cannotbe a relationto Homer, sincethere
is no 'Homer'. Every fact that occursin the world must be composed entirely of constituentsthat there are, and not of constituents,that there are not. Therefore when you say 'I believe in
Homcr' it cannot be the right analysisof the thing to put it like
that. What the right analysisis I shall come on to in the theory of
descriptions. I come back now to the theory of behaviourism
which I spokeof a moment ago. SuppoS€,€.g.rthat you are said
to believethat there is a train at ro.25. This means,we are told,
that you start for the station at a certain time. When you reachthe
station you seeit iq,ro.z4 and you run. That behaviourconstitutes
your belief that there is a train at that time. If you catch your
train by running, your belief was true. If the train went at ro.23,
you miss it, and your belief was false. That is the sort of thing
that they would say constitutes bfThere
is not a single statl
of mind which consistsin contemplating this eternal verity, that
the train starts at ro.z5. They would apply that even to the most
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abstract things. I do not myself feel that that view of things is
tenable.It is a difficult one to refute becauseit goesvery deep and
one has the feeling that perhaps,if one thought it out long enough
and becamesufficiently aware of all its implications, one might
find after all that it was a feasible view; but yet I do not feel it
feasible. It hangs together, of course, with the theory of neutral
monism, with the theory that the material constituting the mental
is the sameas the material constituting the physical,just like the
Post Office directory which gives you people arrangedgeographically and alphabetically. This whole theory hangs together with
that. I do not mean necessarilythat all the people that professthe
one profess the other, but that the two do essentiallybelong together. If you are going to take that view, you have to explain
away belief and desire, becausethings of that sort do seemto be
mental phenomena.They do seem rather far removed from the
sort of thing that happensin the physical world. Therefore people
will set to work to explain away such things as belief, and reduce
them to bodily behav{our;and your belief in a certainproposition
will consist in the behaviour of your body. In the crudest terms
that is what that view amounts to. It does enable you to get on
very well without mind. Truth and falsehoodin that caseconsist
in the relation of your bodily behaviour to a certain fact, the sort
of distant fact which is the purpose of your behaviour, as it were,
and when your behaviour is satisfactory in regard to that fact
your belief is true, and when your behaviour is unsatisfactoryin
regard to that fact your belief is false. The logical essence,in that
view, will be a relation betweentwo facts having the samesort of
form as a causalrelation,i.e., on the one hand there will be your
bodily behaviour which is one fact, and on the other hand the
fact that the train starts at such and such a time, which is another
fact, and out of a relation of those two the whole phenomenonis
constituted. The thing you will get will be logically of the same
form as you have in cause,where you have 'This fact causesthat
fact'. It is quite a different logical form from the facts containing
two verbs that I am talking of to-day.
I have naturally a bias in favour of the theory of neutral monism
becauseit exemplifies Occam's razor. I always wish to get on in
philosophy with the smallestpossibleapparatus,partly becauseit
diminishes the risk of error, becauseit is not necessaryto deny
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the entities you do not assert,and therefore you run less risk of
error the fewer entities you assume.The other reason-perhaps
a somewhatfrivolous one-is that every diminution in the number
of entities increasesthe amount of work for mathematical logic
to do in building up things that look like the entitiesyou usedto
assume.Therefore the whole theory of neutral monism is pleasing
to me, but I do find so far very great dimculty in believing it. you
will find a discussion of the whole question in some articles I
wrote in The Monist,* especiallyin July r9r4, and in the two
previous numbers also. I should really want to rewrite them rather
becauseI think some of the arguments I used against neutral
monismare not valid. I placemost relianceon the argumentabout
'emphatic particulars', 'this', 'I', all that class of words, that
pick out certain particulars from the universe by their relation to
oneself, and I think by the fact that they, or particulars related
to them, are presentto you at the moment of speaking.'This', of
course,is what I call an 'emphaticparticular'.It is simply a proper
name for the present object of attention, a proper name, meaning
nothing. It is ambiguous,because,of course,the object of attention is alwayschangingfrom moment to moment and from person
to person. I think it is extremely difficult, if you get rid of consciousnessaltogether,to explain what you mean by such a word
as 'this', what it is that makesthe absenceof impartiality. you
would say that in a purely physical world there would be a completeimpartiality.All parts of time and all regionsof spacewould
seemequally emphatic. But what really happens is that we pick
o-utcertain facts, past and future and all that sort of thing; they
all radiate out from 'this', and I have not myself seenhow one
can deal with the notion of 'this' on the basisof neutral monism.
I do not lay that down dogmatically,only I do not seehow it can
be done. I shall assumefor the rest of this lecture that there are
such facts as beliefs and wishes and so forth. It would take me
really the whole of my courseto go into the question fully. Thus
we comeback to mor6 purely logical questionsfrom this excursion
into psychology,for which I apologize.
z. What is the statusof p in 'I belieoep'?
You cannot say that you believe,fac$rbecauseyour beliefs are
*[The three parts of this essayare the fifth
ffier

in this collection.-R.C.M.]
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sometimeswrong. You can say that you perceiaefacts, because
perceiving is not liable to error. Wherever it is facts alone that
are involved, error is impossible. Therefore you cannot say you
believefacts. You have to say that you believe propositions. The
awkwardnessof that is that obviously propositions are nothing.
Therefore that cannot be the true account of the matter. When I
say 'Obviously propositions are nothing' it is not perhaps quite
obvious.Time was when I thought there werb propositions,but it
doesnot seemto me very plausible to say that in addition to facts
there are also these curious shadowy things going about such as
'That to-day is Wednesddy'when in fact it is Tuesday.I cannot
believethey go about the real world. It is more than one can manageto believe,and I do think no personwith a vivid senseof reality
can imagine it. One of the difficulties of the study of logic is that
it is an exceedinglyabstract study dealing with the most abstract
things imaginable,and yet you cannot pursue it properly unless
you have a vivid instinct as to what is real. You must have that
instinct rather well developedin logic. I think otherwiseyou will
get into fantasticthings. I think Meinong is rather deficient in
just that instinct for reality. Meinong maintainsthat there is such
an object as the round squareonly it doesnot exist, and it doesnot
even subsist, but neverthelessthere is such an object, and when
you say 'The round squareis a fiction', he takesit that there is an
object 'the round square'and there is a predicate'fiction'. No one
with a senseof realitywould so analysethat proposition.I Ic would
see that the proposition wants analysingin such a way that you
won't have to regard the round square as a constituentof that
proposition.To supposethat in the actualworld of naturc there
is a whole set of false propositionsgoing about is to my mind
monstrous.I cannot bring myself to supposeit. I cannot belicvc
that they are there in the sensein which facts are there. 'I'hcre
seemsto me somethingabout the fact that 'To-day is Tuesday'
on a different level of reality from the supposition 'That to-day is
Wednesday'.When I speak of the proposition 'That to-day is
Wednesday' I do not mean the occurrencein future of a state <lf
mind in which you think it is Wednesday,but I am talking about
the theory that there is something quite logical, something not
involving mind in any way; and sucha thing asthat I do not think
you can take a false proposition to be. I think a false proposition
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must, wherever it occurs, be subject to analyses,be taken to
pieces,pulled to bits, and shown to be simply separatepieces
of one fact in which the falseproposition has been analysedaway.
I say that simply on the ground of what I should call an instinct
of reality. I ought to saya word or two about 'reality'. It is a vague
word, and most of its uses are improper. When I talk about
reality as I am now doing, I can explain best what I mean by saying that I mean everything you would have to mention in a complete description of the world; that will convey to you what I
mean. Now I do not think that falsepropositionswould have to
be mentionedin a completedescriptionof the world. Falsebeliefs
would, of course,false suppositionswould, and desiresfor what
does not come to pass,but not false propositionsall alone,and
thereforewhen you, as one says,believea falseproposition,that
cannot be an accurateaccountof what occurs.It is not accurateto
say 'I believethe propositionp' and regard the occurrenceas a
twofold relation betweenme and p. The logical form is just the
samewhetheryou believea falseor a true proposition.Therefore
in all casesyou are not to regard belief as a two-term relation between yourselfand a proposition,and you haveto analyseup the
proposition and treat your belief differently. Therefore the belief
doesnot really contain a proposition as a constituent but only contains the constituentsof the proposition as constituents.You cannot saywhen you believe,'What is it that you believe?'There is no
answer to that question,i.e., there is not a single thing that you
are believing. 'I believethat to-day is Tuesday.' You must not
supposethat 'That to-day is Tuesday' is a single object which I
am believing. That would be an error. That is not the right way
to analysethe occurrence,although that analysisis linguistically
convenient,and one may keep it provided one knows that it is not
the truth.
3. How shall we describethe logicalform of a belief?
I want to try to get an account of the way that a belief is made
up. That is not an easyquestion at all. You cannot make what I
should call a map-in-spaceof a belief.You can makea map of an
atomic fact but not of a belief, for the simple reasonthat spacerelations always are of the atomic sort or complications of the
atomic sort. I will try to illustratlpbt
I mean. The point is in
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connexion with there being two verbs in the judgment and with
the fact that both verbs have got to occur as verbs, becauseif a
thing is a verb it cannot occur otherwise than as a verb. Suppose
I take '.d believesthat B loves C'. 'Othello believesthat Desdemona loves Cassio.'There you have a false belief. You have this
odd state of affairs that the verb 'loves' occurs in that proposition
and seemsto occur as relating Desdemonato Cassiowhereasin
fact it doesnot do so, but yet it doesoccur as a verb, it doesoccur
in the sort of way that a verb should do. I mean that when I
believesthat B loves C, you haveto have a verb in the placewhere
'loves'occurs.You cannotput a substantivein its place.Therefore
it is clear that the subordinateverb (i.e., the verb other than believing) is functioning as a verb, and seemsto be relating two
terms, but as a matter of fact does not when a judgment happens
to be false. That is what constitutesthe puzzle about the nature
of belief. Yo'r will notice that wherever one gets to really close
quarters with the thegry of error one has the puzzle of how to
dealwith error without assumingthe existenceof the non-existent.
I mean that every theory of error sooner or later wrecks itsclf by
assumingthe existenceof the non-existent.As when I say 'Desdemona loves Cassio',it seemsas if you have a non-existentlove
between Desdemonaand Cassio,but that is just as wrong as a
non-existentunicorn. So you have to explain the whole theory of
judgment in some other way. I come now to this question of a
map. Supposeyou try such a map asthis:
OTHELLO

belileves

.1.

DESDEMONA-+CASSIO
loves
map
is not so strangeasyou might supquestion
of
making
a
This
pose becauseit is part of the whole theory of symbolism. It is
important to realize where and how a symbolism of that sort
would be wrong: where and how it is wrong is that in the symbol
you have this relationship relating these two things and in the
fact it doesn'treally relatethem. You cannotget in spaceany occurrence which is logically of the same forrn as belief. When I say
'logically of the sameform' I mean that one can be obtained from
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the other by replacingthe constituentsof the one by the new terms.
If I say 'Desdemonaloves Cassio'that is of the sameform as 'l is
to the right of B'. Those are of the same form, and I say that
nothing that occurs in spaceis of the sameform as belief. I have
got on here to a new sort of thing, a new beast for our zoo, not
another member of our former speciesbut a new species.The
discoveryof this fact is due to Mr. Wittgenstein.
There is a greatdealthat is odd aboutbelief from a logicalpoint
of view. One of the things that are odd is that you can believe
propositionsof all sortsof forms. I can believethat 'This is white'
and that 'Two and two are four'. They are quite different forms,
yet one can believeboth. The actualoccurrencecan hardly be of
exactly the same logical form in those two casesbecauseof the
great differencein the forms of the propositionsbelieved.Therefore it would seemthat belief cannot strictly be logically one in
all dilferent casesbut must be distinguishedaccordingto the nature of the propositionthat you believe.If you have 'I believep'
and 'I believe 4' those two facts, if p and { are not of the same
logical form, are not of the samelogical form in the senseI was
speakingof a mornentago,that is in the sensethat from 'I believe
.p' you can derive'I believeq' by replacingthe constituentsof one
by the constituentsof the other. That meansthat belief itself cannot be treated as being a proper sort of single term. Belief will
really have to have different logical fonns accordingto the nature
of believingin
of what is believed.So that the apparentsameness
more
less
cases
is
or
illusory.
different
There are really two main things that one wants to notice in
this matterthat I am treatingof just now. The/irst is the impossibility of treatingthe propositionbelievedasan independententity,
entering as a unit into the occurrenceof the belief, and the other
is the impossibilityof putting the subordinateverb on a level with
its termsas an objectterrn in the belief.That is a point in which I
think that the theory of judgment which I set forth once in print
someyearsagowa$a little unduly simple,becauseI did then treat
the objectverb asif one couldput it asjust an objectlike the terms,
as if one could put 'loves'on a level with Desdemonaand Cassio
as a term for the relation'believe'.That is why I have beenlaying
fact that there ari
such an emphasisin this lecture to-day
"#6
hope
you
least.
I
forgive
the
fact
that so much of
two verbs at
will
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what I say to-day is tentative and consists of pointing out difficulties. The subject is not very easy and it has not been much
dealt with or discussed.Practicallynobody has until quite lately
begun to considerthe problem of the nature of belief with anything like a proper logical apparatus and therefore one has very
little to help one in any discussionand so one has to be coritent
on many points at present with pointing out difficulties rather
than laying down quite clear solutions.
4. The questionof nomenclature.
What sort of nameshallwe give to verbslike 'lrelieve'and 'wish'
and so forth? I should be inclined to call them 'propositional
verbs'. This is merely a sug$estedname for convcnience,because
they are verbs which have theform of relating an olrjcct to a proposition. As I have been explaining,that is not what tlrey really
do, but it is convenientto call them propositionalverbs.Of course
you might call them 'attitudes',but I should not like that because
it is a psychologicalterm, and although all the instanceein our
experienceare psychological,there is no reasonto supposethat
all the verbs I am talking of are psychological.There is ncver any
reasonto supposethat sort of thing. One shouldalwaysrcnrcmber
Spinoza'sinfinite attributesof Deity. It is quite likely that therc
are in the world the analoguesof his infinite attributes. We havc
no acquaintance
with them, but there is no reasonto supposcthat
the mental and the physical exhaust the whole universe, Eo one
can never say that all the instancesof any logical sort of thing are
of suchand sucha naturewhich is not a logicalnature: you do not
know enough about the world for that. Therefore I should not
suggestthat all the verbs that havethe form exemplified by believing and willing are psychological.I can only sayall I know are.
I noticethat in my syllabusI said I was goingto dealwith truth
and falsehoodto-day, but there is not much to say about them
specificallyas they are coming in all the time. The thing one firet
thinks of as true or falseis a proposition,and a propositionis nothing. But a belief is true or falsein the sameway as a proposition
is, so that you do have facts in the world that are true or false. I
said a while back that there was no distinction of true and false
among facts, but as regardsthat specialclassof facts that we call
'beliefs', there is, in that sensethat a belief which occurs may bc
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would always reduce itself to the perception of facts. Therefore
the logical form of perception will be different from the logical
form of believing, just becauseof that circumstancethat it ls a
fact that comesin. That raisesalso a number of logical difficulties
which I do not propose to go into, but I think you can see for
yourselfthat perceivingwould alsoinvolve two verbsjust asbelieving does. I am inclined to think that volition differs from desire
logically, in a way strictly analogousto that in which perception
differs from belief. But it would take us too far from logic to discussthis view.
V.

GENERAL

P ROPOSIT IONS

AND

EXIST EN C E

I am going to speakto-day about generalpropositionsand exist-

sort of indefinite things one alludes to by such words as ,all',
'some', 'a'r'any', and it is propositionsand facts of that sort that
I am coming on to to-day.
Really all the propositions of the soft that I mean to talk of
to-day collect themselvesinto two groups-the first that are about
'all', and the second,thatare about 'some'. These two sorts belong
together; they are 6achother's negations.If you say, for instancel
'All men are mortal', that is the negative of ,Some men are not
mortal'. In regardto generalpropositions,the distinction of affirmative and negative is arbitrary. Whetheg4;E are going to regard
the propositionsabout 'all' asthe affirmalive onesa"a t[e prop:ositions about 'some' as the negativeones,or vice versa, is purlly a
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matter of taste.For example,if I say'I met no one as I camealong',
that, on the face of it, you would think is a negativeproposition.
Of course,that is really a propositionabout 'all', i.e., 'All men are
among those whom I did not meet'. If, on the other hand, I say
'I met a man as I camealong', that would strike you asaffirmative,
whereasit is the negative of 'All men are among those I did not
meet as I camealong'. If you considersuch propositionsas 'All
men are mortal' and'Sorne men are not mortal', you might say it
wasmore natural to take the generalpropositionsasthe affirmative
and the existence-propositionsasthe negative,but, simply because
it is quite arbitrary which one is to choose,it is better to forget
these words and to speaklonly of general propositions and propositions asserting existence.All general propositions deny the
existenceof something or other. If you say 'All men are mortal',
that deniesthe existenceof an immortal man, and so on.
I want to say emphaticallythat generalpropositionsare to be
interpreted as not involving existence.When I say, for instance,
'All Greeksare men', I do not want you to supposethat that implies that there are Greeks.It is to be consideredemphaticallyas
not implying that. That would have to be addedas a separateproposition.If you Wantto interpret it in that sense,you will haveto
add the further statement'and there are Greeks'. That is for purposesof practical convenience.If you include the fact that there
are Greeks,you are rolling two propositionsinto one, and it causes
unnecessaryconfusion in your logic, becausethe sorts of propositions that you want are fhose that do assertthe existenceof
somethingand generalpropositions which do not assertexistence.
If it happened that there were no Greeks, both the proposition
that 'All Greeksare men' and the propositionthat'No Greeksare
men'would be true. The proposition'No Greeksare men'is, of
course,the proposition'All Greeksarenot-men'.Both propositions
will be true simultaneouslyif it happensthat there are no Greeks.
All statementsabout all the members of a classthat has no members are true, becausethe contradictory of any general statement
doesassertexistenceand is thereforefalsein this case.This notion,
of course, of general propositions not involving existenceis one
which is not in the traditional doctrine of the syllogism. In the
traditional doctrine of the syllogism,it was assumedthat when
you have such a statement as 'All Greeks are men', that implies

